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UPDATE ON CRGV/ALABAMA ROT
We are frequently asked for up to date information on CRGV (Cutaneous and Renal Glomerular
Vasculopathy), also known as Alabama Rot. Unfortunately the progress in identifying the cause of this
disease has been slow and it still remains a mystery. Here’s what we know so far.
The Disease
Most commonly the first symptoms are ulcerating lesions on the paws or legs but any part of the body can
be affected including inside the mouth. This is caused by damage to the blood vessels resulting in tiny blood
clots which obstruct the blood flow to the tissue. The disease does not always progress to kidney damage
but, if it does, the damage can be severe and the condition can be very difficult and expensive to treat. Dogs
with CRGV that don’t progress to kidney disease have a good prognosis and should make a full recovery.
Dogs that develop kidney problems are likely to be left with some permanent kidney problems even if they
recover.
Seasonality
Most cases of CRGV seem to occur in the autumn and
winter months but cases have been reported
throughout the year.
Geographic Location
Initially the focus of this disease appeared to centre
around the New Forest but cases have now been
reported across most of the country. To date we have
seen two unconfirmed but highly suspicious cases at
Damory. Overall around 120 cases were confirmed
across the country in the last 5 years. As such the
overall risk of disease from CRFV remains relatively small.
When to Seek Veterinary Attention
It is difficult to know from the skin lesions alone whether to be worried as most suspicious skin lesions will
have an alternative cause such as a bite, sting or trauma. If there is any doubt then it is worth getting the
vet to check the lesion. If skin lesions are associated with more generalised illness such as lethargy and loss
of appetite, particularly if there is excessive thirst, then veterinary attention should be sought immediately.
Prevention
It has been suggested to wash any muddy areas of dogs after walks but there is no current evidence that
this strategy is beneficial. Currently there are no firm guidelines as to how to prevent this disease and until
the cause is known this is likely to remain the case.
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WHEN SUPERSTITION CAN GET IN THE WAY OF
THE PERFECT FOREVER HOME
Did you know that Black cats are the hardest to rehome? It isn’t anything that they are doing, and it
really is just their colour.
We just love the personalities of all our cats, and cannot understand why, even with some of our
kittens, they stay with us for longer just because they have a black coat.
Could it be superstition? Are black cats unlucky? Well not according to the Scots who believe that a
black cat’s arrival signifies prosperity. In both Britain and Japan black cats are considered good luck;
here in the UK a black cat crossing your path is a good omen. And one for those single ladies, it is
believed that a lady who owns a black cat will have many suitors!
If sailors had a cat on board they would want it to
be black to bring good luck and many wives of fisherman
and sailors had a black cat in the hope they would be able
to protect their husbands at sea. Ancient Egyptians
believed black cats meant they gained favour with the
Cat Goddess Bastet.
So it can’t be superstition, not when they have such
a positive way about them over the years.
We’ve come up with 5 super daft reasons why having a black cat in your life is a great idea, because
we know it to be true whatever their colour – see what you think, can you add any more:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Black is really slimming, so whenever you are with your cat, you know you will look your best.
Visitors will always be impressed, dirt is camouflaged, and they will go with any décor
You can give them really fabulous names, like Midnight or Jet or maybe even Raven.
They always look regal and sophisticated, they just can’t help it, and you can bask in their
greatness.
5. They will never clash with anything you are wearing; black coats will never go out of style.
But let’s get serious for a moment, the best reason to have a black
cat, is because they are just like any other cat!
Fun, playful, precocious, lovable, basically unique in their own
special way, and what is not to love about that.
We need some help spreading the word that black cats need love
to, and just as importantly they need happy Forever Homes to call
their own!
To contact Margaret Green to Rehome a cat call 01822 810215

ARTICLE BY MARGARET GREEN ANIMAL RESCUE https://www.margaretgreenanimalrescue.org.uk/When_Superstition_can_get_in_the_way_of_the_perfect_Forever
_Home.html
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BEA’S STORY

This is ‘Bea’ (Named by our nurses) a three month old Lurcher puppy. She was brought into us by a council
worker as she had no microchip and appeared to have been abandoned
Bea was extremely thin and unwell when she came into us and it was soon discovered that she has Parvovirus.
Parvo is a highly infectious disease that is often fatal. It causes haemorrhagic diarrhoea and vomiting which
makes the dog very ill because the virus attacks the dog’s white blood cells and severely affects the intestines
making them unable to absorb the nutrients the dog needs, often this makes the puppy/dog dehydrated and
malnourished.
Bea was in our isolation unit so she couldn’t pass on the virus to any other animals, she was put onto a drip and
initially hand fed liquid glucose and then was hand fed liquid recovery food, she was so thin it was uncertain if
she would pull through.
After a week of touch and go Bea pulled through!!
However not all puppies are so lucky if they become unwell with Parvo. This is why it is very important to get
your puppy vaccinated with its first and second vaccinations and not to let it out for walks or to socialise with
any unvaccinated dogs before the correct amount of time has passed and they are protected by the vaccine. It
is also important to keep up to date with yearly boosters to ensure your dog is protected!
If you want to check when your pets vaccination is due please call us on 01258 452626.
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WINTER FLEAS!
Animals get fleas from other animals and from the external environment. Fleas lay eggs on your pet but the
eggs only stay on the animal for a short period of time before they drop off into the environment. Within 3-5
days the eggs in the house can hatch into larvae that burrow into furnishings in the home. Because of this, a
shocking 90-95% of fleas live in the environment and the visible fleas on you see on your pet only make up
5-10% of the population in your home.
Fleas survive best in warm humid environments. So the
autumn and winter are particularly prolific times for
fleas as you start to turn on your heating, making the
house the perfect temperature for fleas to thrive and
breed.
Another reason these seasons are perfect for fleas is
that your pets coats change in these seasons and
become thicker, creating an ideal environment for fleas
to survive in.
Controlling fleas at this time of year requires multiple approaches. It is important to treat your pets with flea
products to stop them getting infested and bringing fleas into the home, we sell a range of products at Damory
that will prevent and kill fleas on your pet.
However, it is also equally important to control the fleas in the environment; in particular the pet’s bedding,
carpets, sofas and blankets. To get rid of the fleas in the environment it is important to wash animal bedding
regularly at over 50 degrees Celsius. Hoovering carpets regularly including
under the sofas and furniture is important. Additionally, there are household
insecticides available that can be sprayed on furnishings to eliminate fleas.
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BONFIRE NIGHT AND YOUR PETS
Autumn means that the colder nights are drawing in and it will soon be
time for Bonfire night and all the fun that goes with it!
However, those pretty fireworks, bonfires and sparklers
can be noisy and a little scary for our pets. It is important
to take extra care around this time of year and make sure
you are prepared for these events.
Small pets such as guinea-pigs, rabbits, hamsters, mice and
birds are prey animals and do tend to be easily frightened
by loud noises and flashing lights. Never light any fires or
fireworks near hutches and consider bringing any outdoor
hutches inside to a quiet room or shed if possible.
If this is not possible a thick blanket or duvet can provide some sound proofing and block the sight of
fireworks. Providing extra bedding for burrowing and extra hidey holes such as cardboard boxes can help
your pet to feel safe.
For dogs and cats, it is sensible to keep them indoors for the evening (before the fireworks start) - closing the
windows and doors, drawing the curtains and turning the TV or radio on can help block out some noise.
Creating a ‘den’ to hide and feel safe in is a great idea – a small area (under the bed/behind the sofa) or crate
made comfortable with blankets or old clothes. Spraying this area with either Feliway for cats or Adaptil for
dogs (or having the plug-in diffuser versions on) can also be really helpful – these are both pheromone
products that help to keep your pet calm and we do sell them at Damory. If you are using the diffuser, keep
this on continuously for a few days leading up to the event, they last for four weeks so will hopefully last the
whole ‘season’ of fireworks to come.
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BONFIRE NIGHT AND YOUR PETS

It is important to try and act normally and stay calm, rewarding calm behaviour from your pet. If
your cat is not used to being kept in then it is a good idea to ‘practice’ on nights leading up to
November so that they have a calm night inside before there are all the loud noises. The important
thing is to allow your animal to behave as they wish – pacing/whining/hiding in the corner or under
the bed – this is a normal behaviour to try and find safety and preventing it may cause more
distress.
Never take your dog to a firework display with you, or tie them up outside (e.g. a shop) while
fireworks are likely to be going off. It is sensible to take your dog for a walk earlier on during the
day so you do not bump into any unexpected fireworks on route. Avoid leaving your pet alone
during the evening if possible, it is ok to give them cuddles if they want them, but if they prefer to
stay under the bed, that is fine too! Every pet reacts differently.
Avoid using sparklers near any pets as the noise and light can be distressing, and of course keep
your animals away from any bonfires/fireworks.

Remember, it is also important to
check your bonfire area before
lighting it in case of hedgehogs, or
even cats, hiding in there!

If your pet is particularly stressed and anxious during fireworks and the above tips do not help,
remember you can always come and talk to us at Damory for advice. If there is a real behavioural
problem then some training with a
behavioural specialist may also help.
‘Sound therapy’ can help to desensitise your pet
to loud noises but usually this should be started
3-6 months before the expected time it is
needed, but could be considered for next year
if you have a rough time this year.
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THE NEW DAMORY EXTENSION
WE ARE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE HAVING AN EXTENSION ADDED
ONTO THE PRACTICE!
This will be a great benefit to all of our clients and patients!
There will be a lot of building work going on in and around the clinic, so we would like to
apologise for any disruption that may be caused over the months to come, but we thank you all
for your cooperation and understanding.
(Customer car parking should not be affected during this time.)

WHAT WILL THE NEW EXTENSION INCLUDE?
Our new extension will be a huge improvement to the practice and we feel it will really benefit
our clients and patients! The work will take place over 3 phases and will take approx. 7-9
months to complete giving us:









New fourth consult room
Two new state of the art surgeries
New kennelling facilities
A separate cat only ward
Dedicated dental surgery
New and improved laboratory
An isolation unit

We cannot wait for work to begin and to start sharing the progress with you! We will ensure to
keep you up to date on the build work and will be updating our Facebook page with photos and
information on progress.
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THE NEW DAMORY EXTENSION

PHASE 1
Phase 1 will commence on the 6th of August 2018 and is to be completed by December 2018!
This will be the start and biggest phase of the building work and will include the addition of two new state
of the art surgeries, along with a new x-ray room, minor procedures room, dietary storage and drug
dispensary. There also will be an added walkway to and from the kennelling/surgical areas and the
waiting room making it easier for transporting patients.

PHASE 2
Phase 2 is hoped to start in December after phase 1 has
been completed.
This will include the introduction of our new fourth
consult room meaning we will be able to offer more
appointments to our clients and have a consult room free
for our nurse clinics. Phase 2 will also include the build
of our new isolation unit, improved laboratory and our
brand new cat only ward.

PHASE 3
Phase 3 will start once phase 2 is completed.
This phase is the building stage that will include our new kennelling areas, giving us more space and
improved areas for our patients. Our existing surgeries will be also be refurbished marking the end of the
building process!
As the work progresses we will keep you up to date with time scales and information on the build. We
can’t wait for building to start and the final result will be worth the wait!
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STAFF NEWS!
TORI NALL – Has left us as she has
moved back to Australia! We Miss
Tori lots, however we wish her
lots of luck on her adventure back
in Aus!

BETH SEARE – (Pictured right.)
We are happy to announce that
Beth joined our Small Animal team
in July. Beth graduated from the
University of Bristol in July 2018.
Having grown up locally, she was
keen to return back to Dorset and
came straight to work at Damory.
In her spare time Beth enjoys
riding her horse, baking and
running.
JAIME MAYOL - We are sad to
announce that Jaime has left
Damory as of July. Jaime has
moved back to Spain with his
family for their next adventure.
Although we were sad to see
Jaime go, we wish him the best
of luck on his next adventure!

ANDREW HAMILTON- We are so
excited to announce that Andrew
will be joining us back at Damory
on our Equine team as of October
1st! You may remember Andrew
from being on our Small Animal
and Equine team at Damory before
moved away in 2017.
VICKY SHARMAN-(Pictured left.)
We are sad to say goodbye to one
of our receptionists, Vicky, who has
left us as of September, to go on
and join the prison service! We are
sad to see Vicky go; however, we
wish her all the best on her new
career adventure and wish her
luck!

SARAH SHARDLOW-After
covering for Ruth while she was
on maternity leave, we are so
happy that Sarah will be staying
at Damory working on
Wednesdays and Fridays for our
Small Animal department.

RUTH CROSSMAN – Ruth has
been away on maternity leave
and will be returning to Damory
after having a gorgeous baby
girl called Emma! Ruth will be
working on Thursdays and
Fridays for the small animal
department.
LEANNE STEPHENSON-HORNEWe are happy that Leanne has
joined us back from maternity
leave after having a handsome
baby boy named James!

JO BARNWELL- We are happy
to be welcoming the lovely Jo
to the Damory team! Jo will
be joining us at the start of
October on our Small Animal
reception team!

CHARLOTTE CROOM – (Pictured right.)
We have welcomed Charlotte to our
Small Animal nursing team as of
September! Charlotte did her training
and worked here at Damory before she
left back in 2009, so we are very
excited to have her back!

CONGRATULATIONS TO NICOLE WARD!
Nicole has passed all of her RVN training and is now a qualified veterinary nurse!
Well done from all of us at Damory!
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FOLLOW US ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA WHERE YOU CAN KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH WHATS GOING ON AT THE PRACTICE!

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM!

@damoryvetsdorset
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!

@damoryvets
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER!

@damoryvets
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